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1. Introduction 

Gearing transmission systems (GTS) are the most important mechanical devices in the 
manufactured industry. They are met everywhere in the industrial world. However, even till 
now, the problem of output tracking them to the desired trajectory in the presence of 
inevitable vibrations and noises is still not fulfilled perfectly. The reason is that the vibrations 
and noises affect the dynamic of the GTS heavily, and in order to improve the control behavior 
in the sense of reducing these effects by using an existing robust and adaptive conventional 
control method, it is needed compulsorily a sufficiently precise mathematical model of GTS, 
which is suitable for this applied method. There have been many studies on the mathematical 
model of GTS [1]-[6], but it is difficult to get an exact model. 

In this situation, the Iterative learning control (ILC) is considered the optimal option 
because ILC does not use an exact mathematical model for controller design [7][8]. ILC is an 
intelligent control algorithm. The controller has the ability to learn, memorize and improve 
quality. ILC was first proposed by Uchiyama in 1978 [9] and lightly developed afterward by 
Arimoto, Kawamura, Miyazaki in Japan during the 1980s [9][10]. Until this new control 
concept is widely known outside Japan, it has been really upgraded. Since then, the published 
works focus mainly on the stability analysis of ILC systems [10]-[14] and in the extension of it 
into nonlinear ILC [12]-[14], optimal ILC, repetitive learning [13]-[15], adaptive ILC [15]-[17]. 
Some fields have successfully applied ILC, such as industrial robots [18][19], computer 
numerical control (CNC) machine tools [20], wafer stage motion systems [21], injection-
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molding machines [22], chain conveyor systems [23], rapid thermal processing [24]. ILC has 
also found application to systems that do not have identical repetition. For instance, in [25], an 
underwater robot uses similar motions in all of its tasks but with different task-dependent 
speeds. These motions are equalized by a time-scale transformation, and a single ILC is 
employed for all motions. ILC can also serve as a training mechanism for open-loop control. 
This technique is used in [26] for fast-indexed motion control of low-cost, highly nonlinear 
actuators. As part of an identification procedure, ILC is used in [27] to obtain the aerodynamic 
drag coefficient for a projectile. Finally, [28] proposes the use of ILC to develop high-peak-
power microwave tubes. Meaningful overviews and applications of the ILC development could 
be found in [29]-[43]. 

ILC works on the principle of remembering the input-output signals, comparing them with 
the reference signal, and adjusting the input signal so that the output signal is close to the 
reference signal. Results in the next iteration are better than the previous one. This process is 
repeated until the required quality is achieved. Therefore, ILC is called “intelligent” and 
“learning” [12]. 

This work presented an ILC algorithm, which is applied to output tracking the GTS with a 
given desired tracking performance. The results are demonstrated by several different 
simulation scenarios. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. First, in Section 2, the stability of GTS will be 
studied to clarify whether the ILC concept could be applied directly to GTS or a conventional 
controller has to be utilized additionally. Then, in Session 3, the proposed discrete-time 
version of the PID-type ILC algorithm for output tracking the GTS computationally is 
presented. Here also the detailed control procedure for implementing this ILC version is 
exhibited. Next, in Section 4, the simulations on GTS will be carried out, and based on obtained 
results, the tracking stability of the closed-loop sampled-data system, as well as its robustness, 
will be discussed. Finally, some conclusions and remarks are given in Section 5. 

2. Stability Analysis of GTS 

It is well known that in the ILC concept, the mathematical models of a controlled process 
are not often required for controller design [9][12][13]. But the necessary condition for a 
successful application of ILC is that the controlled process must be stable. In the 
circumstances that the controlled process is initially unstable, it must be stabilized first by 
using a suitably conventional technique [9][11][13][31]. Hence, for the success of a direct 
application of ILC to output tracking control the GTS, the stability analysis of GTS has to be 
carried out primarily, which is obligatory to require its mathematical model. 

The mathematical model of GTS with backlash was already presented in detail in 
[3][5][45] as follows: 

 {
𝐽1̅�̈�1 + �̂�𝑟𝐿1

2 cos2 𝛼𝐿(𝜑1 + 𝑖12𝜑2) = 𝑀𝑑 − 𝑀𝑚𝑠1

𝐽2̅�̈�2 + �̂�𝑟𝐿2
2 cos2 𝛼𝐿(𝜑2 + 𝑖21𝜑1) = −𝑀𝑐 − 𝑀𝑚𝑠2

 (1) 

where 

– �̂� = {
𝑐, for fitting stage
0, for backlash phase

 

– c  is the stiffness factor of gear material, 

– 1 1dJ J J   with 1,  dJ J  are respectively the inertial moment of guided motor and slave 

drive, 
– 1 2,  L Lr r  are outer radii of the guided gear (Gear1) and the slave gear (Gear2), respectively, 

– L  is the fitting angle between both gears, 
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– dM  is the desired reference moment, and cM  is the moment of disturbances (load 

moment), 

– 1 2,  ms msM M  are separately the friction moments in Gear1 and in Gear2, 

– 1
12 12 02 01/i i r r   is the quotient of inner radii of the gears, 

– 1 2,     are rotation angles of Gear1 and Gear2, respectively. 

Under the assumptions that the friction moments 1 2,  ms msM M  appeared in (1) is depend 

only on the rotation velocities of the gears: 

 𝑀𝑚𝑠1 = 𝛾�̇�1 and 𝑀𝑚𝑠2 = 𝛾�̇�2 (2) 

and additionally, if both gears (Gear1 and Gear2) are almost fitted to each other so that the 
system backlash between them could be approximated by: 

 �̂� ≈ 𝑐,   ∀𝑡 (3) 

with an input time delay: 

 ( )  df t M , (4) 

where   denotes the time delay constant, then the general mathematical model (1) given 
above can be rewritten in: 

 {
𝐽1̅�̈�1 + γ1�̇�1 +𝑐𝑧1(𝜑1 + 𝑖12𝜑2) = 𝑢(𝑡 − 𝜏)

𝐽2̅�̈�2 + γ2�̇�2 −𝑐𝑧2(𝜑2 + 𝑖21𝜑1) + 𝑀𝑐 = 0
 (5) 

where: 

 2 2 2 2
1 1 L 2 2 Lcos ,  cosz L z Lc cr c cr   . 

Furthermore, if the system dynamics is not too fast, that there: 

 �̈�2 = 0 (6) 

could be considered, then together with the assumption: 

 0cM   (7) 

the second equation (5) would be converted in: 

 {
𝑐𝑧2𝑖21𝜑1 =   −𝑐𝑧2𝜑2 + 𝛾2�̇�2

𝑐𝑧2𝑖21�̇�1 =   −𝑐𝑧2�̇�2
⟺ 𝑐𝑧2𝑖21 (

𝜑

�̇�1
) = (

−𝑐𝑧2 𝛾2

0 −𝑐𝑧2
) (

𝜑2

�̇�2
)  

which is obviously coincidental with 

 (
𝜑2

�̇�2
) = 𝑐𝑧2𝑖21 (

−𝑐𝑧2 𝛾2

0 −𝑐𝑧2
)

−1

(
𝜑

�̇�1
) =

𝑐𝑧2𝑖21

𝑐𝑧2
2 (

−𝑐𝑧2 −𝛾2

0 −𝑐𝑧2
) (

𝜑1

�̇�1
)  

and thus: 

 𝜑2 = 𝛽1𝜑1 + 𝛽2�̇�1 (8) 

where: 

 1 21i    and 2 21 2
2 2

2

z

z

c i

c


   . 

Now, the substitution of (8) back into the first equation (5) will deduce: 

 
𝑓(𝑡 − 𝜏) = 𝐽1̅�̈�1 + 𝛾1�̇�1 + 𝑐𝑧1[𝜑1 + 𝑖12(𝛽1𝜑1 + 𝛽2�̇�1)] 

= 𝐽1̅�̈�1 + (𝛾1 + 𝑐𝑧1) 
(9) 
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which, simultaneously with the designation 2y   for system output in (9), implies the 

following transfer function of GTS finally: 

 1 1 2
2

1 1 2 3

( )( )
( )

( ) ( )

 

  

 
  
  

ss sY s
G s e

s F s s s
 (10) 

where 1( ),  ( ),  ( )Y s s F s  denote Laplace transfers of 1( ),  ( ),  ( )y t t f t , respectively, and all 

system parameters in it 

  1 1 2 1 1 12 2 3 1 12 1,  ,  1z zJ c i c i           (11) 

are positive [44]. Since the positiveness of 1 2 3, ,   the transfer function ( )G s  given in (10) 

is stable and hence the GTS described in (1), with a few of practically acceptable assumptions 
(2)-(4), (6) and (7), is also stable. Therefore, an ILC algorithm could be applied directly to GTS 
without using additionally any conventional controller. 

3. Iterative learning controller design 

As discussed in Section 1, iterative learning controllers work on the principle of 
“memorizing," “learning,” and “improving.” The working principle is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of ILC 

 
Fig. 2. Working principles of ILC 

The most important goal of the algorithm is to define a learning function (also called the 
learning algorithm [11][12][15]): 

Memory + Learning
, ,

,
Plant

T

t-1 t t+1

Iteration k

Iteration k+1 T

T

T
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  1 1 2( ) ( ), ( ),  k k kf t L f e t  where 1 20 , T    (12) 

for controlled systems, described by 𝑃: 𝑓(𝑡) ⟼ 𝑦(𝑡), The work in a repeated manner during a 
finite time interval 0 t T  , so that the output tracking will be satisfied (13) after a finite trial 
number k K , in which the trial number by learning is subscript k  indicates. 

 ( )ke t   (13) 

with any constant 0  , and 

 ( ) ( ) ( )k ke t r t y t   (14) 

is the tracking error belongs to the thk  trial, ( )r t  is the desired reference for controlled system 

𝑃: 𝑓(𝑡) ⟼ 𝑦(𝑡). GTS is a stable system and operates periodically. Therefore output tracking 
can be controlled directly by the algorithm (12) [29]. 

The principle of the ILC algorithm (12) can be explained as follows: 

– First, in the process of the thk  trial, the input signals ( ),  0ku t t T   are used to control 

the plant for producing its complete response ( ),  0ky t t T  . 

– After that, at the moment when the current trial is finished, the controller calculates the 
output tracking error (14), bases on a learning algorithm (12), and determines the input 
signal 1( ),  0  kf t t T  of the next th( 1)k   trial, In after trial has to produce a smaller 

tracking error than the previous input ( )kf t . more specifically, it must frequently satisfy: 

 1( ) ( )k ke t e t   (15) 

For 0,1,  k  K . Additionally, it is noting here that in all trials, the controller parameters 
the initial values 𝑃: 𝑓(𝑡) ⟼ 𝑦(𝑡) should be the same. 

– Finally, the learning process will be continued repetitively 𝑘 = 0,1, …, until the condition 
(13) is satisfied. 

We can also apply a useful version algorithm (12), without having to check the required 
terminative condition (13), is the following uninterrupted one: 

  1( ) ( ) ( )  k k kf t f t l e  (16) 

where 0 T   and  ( ) 0kl e    if ( )ke    or if ( ) 0ke   . As opposed to the ILC algorithm 

(12), this uninterrupted learning algorithm allows the learning process to faster and being 
continued forever without any degradation. 

In the next part, we design a controller for GTS according to the ILC algorithm (12) or (16). 
Since the first time the ILC learning algorithm (12) is proposed by Uchiyama [9], ILC has been 
researched and developed by many authors with many important results, which having been 
published in several works [9]-[17]. A few important summaries of ILC development are 
introduced at [29]-[31], in which also a few of the following practicably powerful linear ILC 
algorithms of the alternative structure (16) are given (see [9][10] for more examples): 

 1( ) ( ) ( )  k k kf t f t Ke t  (17) 

or [12][13][16][17]: 

 ( )
1( ) ( ) ( )  

i
k kf t f t Ke t , (18) 

and 

 𝑓𝑘+1(𝑡) = 𝑓𝑘(𝑡) + 𝐾1𝑒𝑘(𝑡) + 𝐾2�̇�𝑘(𝑡), 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇, (19) 

The equation (20) is called Derivative (D-type) algorithm and the equation (19) is 
Proportional Derivative (PD-type) algorithm. One of the most general linear ILC algorithms 
(16) is in [10] introduced PID-type algorithm as follows: 
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 𝑓𝑘+1(𝑡) = 𝑓𝑘(𝑡) + 𝐾1𝑒𝑘(𝑡) + 𝐾2 ∫ 𝑒𝑘(𝜏)𝑑𝜏 + 𝐾3�̇�𝑘(𝑡)
𝑡

0

 (21) 

Of course, all learning parameters 𝐾, 𝐾1, 𝐾2 and 𝐾3 of these ILC algorithms above have to be 
determined accordingly to the convergence condition (13) or (15). 

In this paper, the PID-type algorithm (21) will be applied to design the iterative learning 
controller for output tracking control of the GTS. In order that this PID-type algorithm should 
become more conveniently for computational implementation, the original PID-type algorithm 
(21) above will be here modified into a so-called sampled data ILC algorithm as follows: 

 

1 2 3

1 1 2 3

1 2 3

( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1)  for  0

( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1)  for  1 1

( ) ( 1) ( ) ( )  for  .



    


        
     

k k k

k k k k

k k k

f i K K e i K e i i

f i f i K e i K e i K e i i N

f i K e i K K e i i N

 (22) 

After that, for being applicable to control a continuous-time system, the obtained discrete-
time values 𝑓𝑘(𝑖), 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁 of this sampled data ILC algorithm will be sent to the controlled 

GTS through a ZOH device. It means that the real control input ( )kf t  in thk  trial for the GTS 

will be constructed from 𝑓𝑘(𝑖), 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁 in following sense: 

 ( ) ( ) kf t f i  for ( 1)a aiT t i T   , (23) 

 

 
Fig. 3. Sampled data control system with controlled continuous-time GTS and modified discrete-time 

PID-type ILC. 

where aNT T  and aT  is a chosen sampling time. In this control scheme, the closed-loop 

control system exhibited in Fig. 3, including the continuous-time GTS and the discrete-time 
controller, which is established based on the modified PID-type learning algorithm (22), will 
become an iterative learning sampled data system (in systems science, a sampled data system 
is defined as a control system, in which a continuous-time plant is controlled by a discrete-
time regulator).  

The following procedure summarizes all calculating steps above of the introduced discrete-
time ILC controller based on the modified learning algorithm (22) to output tracking control 
the continuous-time GTS. 

Control procedure based on modified PID-type learning algorithm 

1. Initializing the GTS. Set ( ) ( )f t r t . Choose an appropriate sampling time aT  and then 

calculate aN T T . 

2. Determine learning parameters 1 2 3, ,K K K  according to the convergent condition (13). 

3. Start the thk  trial by sending ( ),  0  f t t T  it to the controlled GTS. 

4. Measure the output values ( ) ( )k ay i y iT  and store them successively in the memory 

until the trial is over, i.e., until the whole ( )ky i  for 𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑁 has been completely 

  

    

 

 

Memory 

GTS modelled 

mathematically 

by (1) 

ZOH 
Modified PID-type 

iterative learning 

algorithm (22) 
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stored in the memory. 

5. Use the modified PID-type learning algorithm (22) for calculating 1( ),  0  kf i i N , and 

then, according to Eq. (23), the whole new input ( ),  0  f t t T  is constructed for the 

next trial. 

6. Reset the controlled plant (GTS) to the previous initial values and then return back to 
step 2, if 𝐾1, 𝐾2, 𝐾3 it has to be determined optimality, which is often different for each 
trial, or to step 3 otherwise. 

4. Simulations and discussions 

Hereafter all simulations are carried out based on the control approach illustrated in Fig. 1, 
where the inputs and outputs of nonlinear GTS during the current iteration (trial) are stored in 
memory first for determining corrections to GTS inputs accordingly to the modified ILC 
algorithm (22) in the next iteration. The external signal ( )d t  in Fig. 1 will be considered here 

as a repetitive disturbance for representing all system information, which could not be 
captured entirely in the simulation. 

All parameters of GTS, which will be used in simulations, are given in Table 1. Furthermore, 
to emphasize the advantage of the proposed discrete PID-type ILC algorithm given in (22), the 
original PD-type ILC algorithm presented (19) is also applied simultaneously for comparison 
purposes. 

Table 1. Simulation parameters 

Parameters Sym. Value 

Stiffness factor of gear material c  10 [ ]N  

Inertial moment of guided motor 1J  20.02 [ ]kg m  

Inertial moment of the slave drive dJ   20.01 [ ]kg m  

The fitting angle between guided and slave gears L  030  

The quotient of inner radii of the gears 12i  2 

Friction factor in guided motor 1  0.07 

Friction factor in slave drive 2  0.07 

The outer radius of guided gear (Gear1) 1Lr  50 [ ]mm  

The outer radius of slave gear (Gear2) 2Lr  100 [ ]mm  

Periodic sampling time aT  0.05 [sec]  

Parameters of modified PID-type ILC algorithm 

1K  0.1 

2K  0.3 

3K  0.3 

Parameters of original PD-type ILC algorithm 
1K  0.1 

2K  0.3 

Initial values of GTS 0 1,y y  0 

Operating time interval of GTS T  10 [sec]  

 

Obtained simulation results without external disturbance 𝑑(𝑡) are depicted separately for 
different references in Fig. 4-Fig. 7. The simulation results, where the external disturbance 
𝑑(𝑡) occurs repetitively during the learning process, are exhibited in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. 
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In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 the tracking results by trapezoidal reference after 5 and 15 learning 
trials are illustrated, respectively, whereas Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 exhibit the results with sinusoidal 
reference also after 5 and 15 learning iterations. 

 
Fig. 4. Trapezoidal tracking error after 5 iterations 

 
Fig. 5. Trapezoidal tracking error after 15 iterations. 

 
Fig. 6. Sinusoidal tracking error after 5 iterations (trials). 
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Fig. 7. Sinusoidal tracking error after 15 iterations (trials). 

 

Fig. 8. Disturbance reduction after 10 iterations. 

 

Fig. 9. Disturbance reduction after 20 iterations. 
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As apprehended from obtained simulation results without external disturbance (Fig. 4-Fig. 
7), both PID-type and PD-type ILC produce the same convergent learning performance in 
common sense that the more learning iterations occur, the smaller output tracking error will 
be. However, the proposed PID-type ILC algorithm given in (22) provides a better learning 
behavior than PD-type (19). Precisely, the tracking error by using PID-ILC after 5 learning 
iterations is only 0.3194, while it is 0.6422 by PD-ILC, or it is just 0.0085 by modified PID-ILC 
in comparison with 0.1060 by PD-ILC after 15 iterations. 

The simulation results for the circumstance that the external disturbance 𝑑(𝑡) occurs 
repetitively during the learning process are exhibited in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Once again, it is 
shown clearly there that both ILC algorithms deliver the same performance of disturbance 
suppression. Then, the more learning iterations are executed. The better diminution of 
external disturbance effects will be. But conversely, for being reached a particular suppression 
quantity, the modified PID-type ILC (22) needs littler learning iterations than the conventional 
PD-type (19). 

5. Conclusion 

The paper proposes a modified sample data PID-type iterative learning algorithm for the 
control of continuous-time systems. An application of this proposed PID-type ILC algorithm for 
verifying the output tracking performance of continuous-time systems to the desired 
reference has been simulated by external disturbances perturbed gearing transmission 
system. 

The control algorithm had been simulated without and with an external disturbance. The 
simulation results show that the controller is suitable for gearing transmission systems 
operation and has the expected performance. Moreover, it helped the system working more 
stable, faster in the calculation, and produces smaller tracking errors. 

The improvement of system output tracking performance as well as of the disturbance 
suppression behavior by using this introduced PID-type ILC algorithm had been confirmed 
experimentally through simulations. However, a strictly theoretical proof of these conclusions 
is still open because the analysis of sampled-data systems is related to a rich mathematical 
structure. 
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